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Access English literature in the nineteenth century Essay Sample Nineteenth century English literature is
remarkable both for high artistic achievement and for variety. The greatest literary movement of its earlier
period was that of romanticism. It was born in the atmosphere of the violent economic and political turmoil
that marked the last decades of the 18th and the first decades of the 19th century. The hardships of the
industrial and agrarian revolution whose joint effect was a gradual change of all aspects of social life in
England made the situation rife with class hatred. Great distress was caused by large landowners enclosing
millions of acres of land for their own purposes and thus dispossessing labourers who were reduced either to
slaving on the fields of their masters or to migrating in search of the means to support themselves by working
1214 hours a day for wages notoriously below subsistence level. The labouring poor, in town and country
alike, suffered the utmost misery from underpayment and overwork and from crowding in hugely
overpopulated industrial areas. Misery resulted in blind outbreaks against machinery, which, the workers
believed, did their work leaving themselves to unemployment and their families to slow starvation. After a
journey across England he wrote with the simple eloquence so characteristic of him: And why then were those
people in a state of such misery and degradation? They were ever ready to see rebellion in any attempt of the
workers to better their lot. They invariably voted for a conservative government at home and supported all its
blundering attempts to suppress revolt: Its principal stimuli were on the one hand profound dissatisfaction with
the atmosphere of reaction that seemed to have set in for good after the hope and fervour of the French
Revolution was quenched in the blood of wars and numerous uprisings. The state of things in Europe seemed
to mock the theories of the great men of the Enlightenment who had expected to see a world transformed by
reason and common sense. Thence the romantic distrust of reason, rationalism, emphasis on emotion,
intuition, the instinctive wisdom of the heart, on nature as opposed to civilisation. On the other hand, romantic
writers were violently stirred by the suffering of which they were the daily unwilling witnesses. They were
anxious to find a way of redressing the cruel social wrongs and hoped to do so by their writings, byword or
deed. A feature that all romantics had in common was a belief in literature being a sort of mission to be carried
out in the teeth of all difficulties, with the view of bringing aid or, presumably, salvation to mankind.
Romanticism is here regarded as a very complex and certainly far from unified endeavour to give a new
answer to the problems of revolution and reaction, of past history and present-day politics, of the materialistic
philosophy dominant in the age of Enlightenment and the idealistic trends in-early nineteenth century
European thought. It is in the nature of the answer given to all these urgent questions that the romantics differ
from each other. And it is precisely that difference, no less than the points of likeness between them, that
should be given serious consideration. As distinct from the romantic writers of Germany or of France, their
English contemporaries did not call themselves romanticists, and some of them were at pains to disprove
public opinion calling them so. Nevertheless they all made part of a movement eloquent of the spirit of the
age, with its ingrained sense of incessant historical change, of the interdependence of man and the Universe, of
the world as ruled by semi-intelligible powers surpassing individual will. The first English poet to be fully
aware of the dilemmas of the age of great bourgeois revolutions was William Blake. Similar ideas were later
taken up by many poets who did not know of his work, as in his own life-time he published but one of his
books of poetry. The rest of his numerous lyrics and epics never reached the public of his days. Though
bitterly disappointed in the downfall of the French Revolution, for reasons that were personal as well as
public, Blake never wavered in his devotion to the cause of freedom, in his hatred of oppression and
inequality. Both began as warm admirers of the Revolution, so much so that Wordsworth even travelled to
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France to witness the great liberation of mankind. But after their hopes were baffled when a rapacious
bourgeois clique came to power in , when the French republic started aggressive wars against its neighbours,
both poets arrived at the conclusion that they had been unwise in expecting any good to come of political
change, in placing too much trust in the capacity of reason to create a self-sufficient and well-regulated society
of equals. Both poets resolved to withdraw from the evils of big industrial, cities and to devote themselves to
seeking truth and beauty in the quiet of country-life, in the grandeur and purity of nature, among
unsophisticated and uncorrupted countryfolk. They dreamed of creating art that would be true to the best that
is in man and help to bring it out by sheer force of poetry. Living in the Lake country of Northern England
they were known as the Lakists. Together they composed and published a small volume of poems entitled
Lyrical Ballads to which Coleridge contributed the gruesome tale of the Ancient Mariner and four more lyrics.
The bulk of the volume was supplied by Wordsworth. He called his ballads lyrical, because theft interest did
not lie in subject-matter and plot but in mood and treatment, in making one feeling modify and transform all
other feelings and all the persons and events described. That treatment was what Wordsworth and Coleridge
termed imaginative. By imagination they meant the most essential faculty of a poet, the one that enables him
to modify all images, to give unity to variety and see all things in one. It is this power that helps Wordsworth
to find beauty and significance in the simplest things pertaining to nature in the song of the cuckoo, in the
unadorned beauty of an early spring afternoon. In his assertion of man versus society, of religion versus
rationalism, of heart versus intellect, of nature versus civilisation -Wordsworth was a romantic no less so than
Coleridge with his passionate interest in mystical experience and the supernatural. The latter is, for Coleridge,
a symbol of the complexity of human life, its painful contradictions, its dark and unfathomable aspects. Thus,
the tragic Odyssey of the Ancient Mariner, his fantastic adventures in the seas of everlasting ice and eternal
tropics, his encounter with the spectreship and miraculous salvation are all symbols of states of mind, of
crime, punishment and expiation through repentance, prayer and love. In their later years, after the bulk of
their work was done, both poets became, increasingly conservative in their religious and political views and
more rigid in their moral attitudes. The political evolution of the two poets was closely paralleled by a mutual
friend of theirs, Robert Southey. If he is at all remembered now it is chiefly for his lifelong intimacy with
them. As time went on Southey came to voice the official opinion of the Tory government. The greatest
romantic poet of the elder generation was Walter Scott. Though personally friendly to the Lakists, he never
quite shared their literary tastes and affinities. The author of a number of stylised imitations of old English and
Scottish ballads and original epic poems dealing with the feudal past of his native Scotland, it is as a novelist
and discoverer of a new province of writing that Walter Scott won his world renown. His claim to a high rank
among the romantics mainly depends on his profound sense of history. He was one of the first to realise the
dialectical nature of the relationship between individual and public life, of the interdependence of great
historical characters and popular movements and interests; with unerring acumen did he trace individual and
social psychology, no less than the influence of social facts and circumstances upon the actions of the rulers
and the ruled. While drawing largely on a vast store of book-learning and previous literary experience he
inaugurated a new era in the history of the English novel. Among the romantic poets of the younger generation
Scott preferred Byron. Like Scott, Byron had a distinct feeling of the movement of History, of unceasing
development, of huge forces shaping human lives. He too was disappointed in the social aftermath of but he
always realised its liberating effect and its role in the future of mankind. Yet never did Byron go so far as the
elder poets in his negation of the theories of the Enlightenment, and only questioned the possibility of putting
them soon into practice. He broke most of its rules, but to the last he proclaimed it as the only path to truth,
virtue and poetical excellence. Classicism was to Byron, along with the ethical and political concepts of the
Enlightenment, an ideal that he vainly endeavoured to live up to himself and induce others to follow. Like all
the romantics, Byron was very versatile in his literary work. He created lyric and epic poems shot through and
through with lyrical feeling , dramas, both classical and romantic, political satires, verse tales, and, in prose,
specimens of flaming oratory and fine epistolary art, as in his letters and journals. With him hatred of the
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abominations of a cruel and selfish class society reaches its climax. His denunciations of the ruthlessness of
employers and the condition of the English working class, as for instance in Queen Mab, have an almost
modern ring. Like the other romantics, he was fully aware of the tragedy of the French Revolution, but like
Byron, he devoted his life and poetry to the revolution of the future that would not repeat the errors of , and
would culminate in a triumph of universal gladness and love. Shelley was the only romantic to realise that
liberty could not be won without the enthusiasm of the working men of England, and he called upon them to
rise against their oppressors. He wished to assert the predominance and activity of the spirit so as to emphasise
the paramount importance of ideas in the great struggle for the liberation of humanity. He pinned his hopes on
persuasion, education and altruism as the great instruments of good but advocated the necessity of putting up a
fight for the right cause. Shelley was romantic in his resolute break with literary tradition, in creating new
imagery and rhythms, in drawing the inner world of man as part of the infinity of the Universe. His poetic
style is highly metaphorical, often symbolical, in an effort to render daring visions of great catastrophes and
great victories, of a glorious future for mankind. The complexity and novelty of his imagery were so much
ahead of his time that he was understood by very few readers. In this he was akin to his younger contemporary
John Keats, whose poetry was a powerful embodiment of the romantic idea of freedom, love and beauty as
opposed to the vulgarity and prosiness of bourgeois civilisation. Like Shelley, Keats lived in a poetic world of
his own imagination, but though he hated tyranny and oppression, both of Church and Government, he seldom
let his politics interfere with his poetry. His ambition was to influence men solely by the power of beauty, not
by a direct appeal to their views. It was only about a hundred years after his death that his work came to be
understood as part of the humanitarian romantic protest against the sordidness of contemporary society,
against the shallow-ness and triviality of accepted art. They were considered inferior not only to Byron and
Scott but also to a far lesser poet, Thomas Moore, the author of the musical and intensely emotional Irish
Melodies bearing upon the national misfortunes of oppressed Ireland. In his romantic poems on the East, in his
satirical Fables Moore took up some of the most popular topics of his day. The easy flow of his verse, his
pleasing sentimentality and the vividness of the colouring he threw on all he described and particularly his
musicality charmed the general reader? Emotional and imaginative interpretation of facts and not facts for
their own sake was the chief purpose of the romantic essayists. Thomas De Quincey, a warm admirer and
close associate of the Lake poets, also wrote his world-famous story Confessions of an English Opium-Eater
which struck the reader by the persistent personal note of its avowal of weakness, distress and of the triumph
of poetical inspiration over the miseries of actual existence. The other essayists formed a more or less close
group of friends doing joint work in publishing and writing for critical and non-conformist literary periodicals.
All of them were stigmatized by Tory reviewers as the Cockney a Cockney is strictly speaking anybody living
in the heart of London within the sound of the bells of the St. In a wider sense a Cockney is an ignorant,
uneducated person speaking with the specific accent of lower-class Londoners. At the same time along with
the high flowering of romantic poetry and prose the older traditions of realism were never discontinued. With
the lady-novelists mentioned above literature moved in more fashionable circles. Of these the art of Jane
Austen is the most consummate and therefore representative. Through the very narrow social milieu
land-owners, gentry, country clergy that constitutes the theme of her novels, Jane Austen succeeded in
bringing home the essence of the social relationships of her time. With unfailing accuracy does she draw a
small world possessed by a yearning for money and high social standing, and deprived of either, wish or
capacity for using other criteria in their judgement over men and women but those of fortune and rank. With a
touch at once delicate and sure Austen introduces a vast variety of characters whose mentality is more or less
distorted by false moral and social standards. Her irony and humour are omniscient and ever at the service of
her keen critical insight, of her shrewd utterly unsentimental comprehension of the motives underlying the
actions and feelings of a vain, selfish and mercenary society. It is the few persons who are comparatively
unscathed by these shallow and ugly motives that Austen makes her heroines. Almost none of them are just
born wise and virtuous. The most convincing of them are those who like Emma Woodhouse or Anne Elliott
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have to pass through a moral ordeal before they find that the only thing that really matters is the true worth of
man and woman, his or her gift for disinterested affection, loyalty and generosity. Her methods are mostly
indirect. Although Austen stands aloof from the romantic trends of her own time and mocks some of their
more obvious and salient characteristics, although she is a follower of 18th century realistic traditions, yet her
artistic detachment and her dispassionate survey of her contemporaries could only have been born out of the
same critical and humanitarian spirit and the same historicism that gave birth to the romantic movement. A
sort of reduced and imitative romanticism is to be detected in the work of Edward Bulwer Lytton. Hardly ever
original, Bulwer Lytton was a true and refined mirror of succeeding literary and philosophical fashions. It was
carried in the teeth of a stout opposition on the part of the Tory party. Its effect was a far better representation
of the middle class in Parliament. The lower classes, however, were still kept out of Parliament by a high
property qualification for members. The political victory of the bourgeoisie brought no relief to the working
class and eventually considerably weakened its condition. Newly gained political power enabled employers to
introduce new methods of exploitation.
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In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Andrew Doyle, New Introduction. Dead Love Has
Chains. Laurence Talairach-Vielmas, Introduction and Notes. Gerald Monsman, New Introduction. The
Complete Adventures of Sam Briggs. Also known as the Forster [End Page ] Act, the Elementary Education
Act of began a fundamental change in the market for fiction, growing a new mass readership that became part
of the general British culture before the First World War. In this environment emerged original voices that
experimented with form and themes, sometimes continuing Victorian sensibilities but often challenging them.
In recent years, most of this development has been invisible because these texts have been out of print.
Thackeray, while lamenting the rapid disappearance of memorable, popular fiction, asked: And who was he?
Valancourt, my dears, was the hero of one of the most famous romances which was ever published in this
country. He and his glory have passed away. Ah, woe is me that the glory of novels should ever decayâ€¦. The
most recognizable author among this group of four books is Mary Elizabeth Braddon, who continues the
traditions of the Victorian sensation novel into the Edwardian era with Dead Love Has Chains The
introduction shows this novel as continuing the sensation novel traditions of mysteries and double identities.
The plot rivals anything appearing on a modern soap opera: Lady Mary Harling, on an ocean voyage, meets
seventeen-year-old Irene Thelliston, pregnant and unmarried, a young woman being sent home in disgrace.
The older lady pities the girl and promises You are not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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Literary Terms Twentieth Century Novels and Prose The novels of the nineteenth century were written at a
time when there was confidence and stability in British society. But the twentieth-century novels are
influenced by the changes in beliefs and political ideas after the events of the First World War and the
disappearance of the British Empire. This change can be noticed if we look at the works of the two writers
who are not so far from other in terms of time. August Wilson His novels present a picture of modern
twentieth century life and its problems. But he uses the traditional form of novel. His novels contain various
sorts of characters, but all of them belong to the same middle class social group. His stories, which belong to
his earlier collections, are satirical and express moral judgments indirectly. His another novel The Middle Age
of Mrs. Rudyard Kipling He was born and brought up in India. He spent most of his adult life there when it
was under the rule of the British Empire. At this time the power and influence of British Empire was at its
height. Kipling wrote with the hope that the beliefs and values of his stories are accepted and shared
completely by his readers. Forster Forster wrote novels a short time later than Kipling. He held the different
view of India and the British Empire. The main theme of this novel was human relationship. There are two
families The Wilcoxes and the Schlegel, who believes in two different aspects of life, material and spiritual,
respectively. Only this connection will make human love of a higher and greater kind. Adela Quested, and
English girl comes to India to marry an English officer. She makes friendship with some Indians and travels
with them. Once she accuses an Indian of sexually attacking her in the cave. The case begins in the court. This
incidence breaks the relationship between the English and the Indians. Forster as a liberal humanist is on the
side of Indian independence. His main theme in this novel is the importance of bringing together opposites in
order to create unity. Arnold Bennett He used the traditional form of the novel, but with realistic presentation
of the details of the characters. Most of his novels are set in the five towns, the center of English Pottery
industry. His novels deal with the lives of the same sort of people of the industrial society. They present the
dull and difficult picture of life. Wells He also often took characters from a lower social level, but many of his
characters are given a chance of happiness. Kipps and The History of Mr Polly both deal with men working in
shops. They think that money and running away change their lives. But they do not bring them what they
hoped for. At the end of the novels they know better what they need to be happy. Wells also used modern
scientific advances in his novels in a new way. Somerset Maugham He is good novelist, but his popularity as a
story writer is even higher. His first novel, Lisa of Lambeth presents a realistic picture of slum life. Of Human
Bondage is his autobiographical novel which shows the difficulties that the writer met in his early life. In The
Moon and Sixpence a French artist tries to break away and fight against the conventional society. Maugham
satirizes the social and literary life of the English people in Cakes and Ale. Ashenden is his well known
collection of short stories. His stories often have a bitter or unexpected ending. Lawrence He created a new
kind of novel. Sons and Lovers is his autobiographical novel, which deals about his attachment to his mother.
Paul Morel, the hero of the novel is brought in the English Midlands as Lawrence was brought up. The novel
is mainly concerned with the relationship between Paul and his mother. Paul wants to be a creative artist, but
for this he has to free himself from the influence of his mother and take his own decisions in his personal
matters. The Rainbow deals with the story of three couples of families of different ages. He takes three
generations and explores all the basic human relationship- relationship between man and his environment,
men and woman, intellect and instinct and different generations. The first couple has a deep and loving
understanding of each other, the second couple has a physical passion for each other, and the third couple use
language as a wall to keep them apart and each tries to force their own wishes on the other. James Joyce He
was born and brought up in Ireland. He is noted for his experimental use of language and exploration of new
literary method. Dubliners are his collection of short stories which gives the realistic pictures of Dublin life
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with symbolic meaning. The Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man is his autobiographical novel in which
Joyce has appeared in the form of his hero, Stephan Dedalus, who is under the influence of Irish nationality,
politics and religion. But he realizes that the artist must be outside the society in order to be objective. So to
make himself free he escapes from Dublin life. Stephen Dedalus also appears as a character in Ulysses. The
central character, Leopold Bloom is an antihero rather than a hero. The characters and some events of the
novel have been derived from Old Greek stories, as the title suggests. The novel is concerned with the artist
and the nature of the artistic creation. Joyce has used stream of consciousness technique a new style of writing,
in this novel. It is funny, satirical and partly realistic work and it contains many literary references and many
kinds of language. Virginia Woolf She has also used the technique of stream of consciousness in her novels.
But unlike Joyce she is interested to explore the consciousness in her novels. But unlike Joyce she is interested
to explore the consciousness of her novels. To the Lighthouse has an abrupt opening without any background
of setting. A family is on holiday in Scotland. The intense of James Ramsay, a six year boy to visit to the
lighthouse by boat is prevented by his father, Mr. The novel ends with the revisiting of the house by the same
family ten years later. James Ramsay finally goes to the lighthouse with his father unwillingly. He hates his
father both for preventing him to go at the earlier time as well as insisting him to go at last. The novel presents
a fine pattern of symbolic relations and the study of the moral and psychological problems. In the novel,
Orlando begins as a man in the sixteenth century and ends as a man in It is a lively and humorous work
containing a considerable number of private jokes. Woolf also wrote other novels and critical writings.
Graham Greene He divides his many books into two groups. In the first group there are sophisticated
adventure stories which he calls entertainments. His next group contains serous novels in which he explores
the difference between human decency and religious virtue, between moral intention and irreligious act. The
characters, which are seen nearer to God, are failure than those who are successful in worldly affairs. Brighton
Rock and The Power and the Glory are his famous novels. William Golding He is a symbolic novelist. His
first and well known novel Lord of the Flies has been probably the most powerful English novel written since
the war. It is the story told with clear realism and symbolic meaning of a group of small children wrecked on a
desert island. The novel shows how the effects of civilization break down and they return to their essential
animal nature. For, Golding it is the essential nature of all human beings. His later novels also contain his
sense of human inadequacy and his own vision of man. Anthony Burgess He wrote various sorts of novels. He
praised Joyce and imitated his way of using language. A Clockwork Orange is his most famous novel, which
present the picture of the future in which a character named Alex willingly chooses the evil course in his life.
He intends to hurt the people and to make them suffer the pain because he takes delight in doing so. Later he is
taken to the doctor for cure. Burgess here wants to make a moral point that Alex can choose both the options,
either good or evil. The language of the novel contains words from other languages, particularly Russian. The
Wanting Seed is his satirical novel, which has the setting of the future England. Evelyn Waugh He is famous
as the greatest comic novelist of the century. He satirizes the unpleasant situations by presenting comic events
of characters who are often treated unkindly. The events of comic situations are impossible to believe, but they
are very amusing indeed. Scoop is a very humorous novel in which a wrong British reporter is sent to East
Africa during the war. When he returns another man is rewarded for the act which the first man did not do. His
later novels Men at Arms and Officers and Gentleman are serious and religious.
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Followed closely by the advent of World War I, these social shifts, which had been set in motion at the
beginning of the century, developed further as women were propelled into the workforce, exposing them to
previously male-dominated professional and political situations. The end of the nineteenth century saw
tremendous growth in the suffrage movement in England and the United States, with women struggling to
attain political equality. The suffragistsâ€”who were often militant in their expressions of protestâ€”presented
a sometimes stark contrast to the feminine ideal of the era, which portrayed women as delicate, demure, and
silent, confined to a domestic world that cocooned them from the harsh realities of the world. As men were
called to war, companies that had previously limited employment in better-paying jobs to white males found
themselves opening their doors to white women and women and men of color. As well as functioning in the
workforce, women actively participated in the political and cultural life of England and the United States. The
early decades of the twentieth century, often referred to as the Progressive Era, saw the emergence of a new
image of women in society which had undergone a marked transformation from the demure, frail, female
stereotype of the late Victorian Era. The women of the Progressive Era, according to Sarah Jane Deutsch, were
portrayed as "women with short hair and short skirts â€¦ kicking up their legs and kicking off a century of
social restrictions. However, Deutsch asserts that this image of the s "flapper" was restricted to certain
portions of the population, namely white, young, and middle-class communities. Women elsewhere,
particularly women from other ethnic backgrounds, such as African-Americans, Asian-Americans, and
Hispanics, lived much differently, struggling in their new roles as mothers and professionals. The number of
women who worked outside the home in the s rose almost 50 percent throughout the decade. While women
still constituted a small number of the professional population, they were slowly increasing their participation
in more significant occupations, including law, social work, engineering, and medicine. The presence of a
large class of young working women after World War I was reflected in what had become a major cultural
forceâ€”the film industry. While early cinematic storylines often featured poor women finding success and
contentment through marriage to rich men, the films of the s depicted young, feisty working women who, like
their predecessors, could attain true happiness only by marrying their bosses. Such plotlines helped many to
cope with the growing fear that the domestic and family structure of society was being eroded by the
emergence of the new, independent woman. Rarely did depictions of women in mass media, including film,
radio, and theater, convey the true circumstances of working women. Instead, audiences were presented with
images of flappers or visions of glorified motherhood and marriage. Women in the early twentieth century
were perhaps most active and influential as writers and artists. Male authors such as D. Howells explored
issues pertaining to sexuality and the newly redefined sexual politics between men and women. Women
authors such as Dorothy Richardson, May Sinclair, and Katherine Mansfield focused on topics pertinent to
women, bringing attention to the myriad difficulties they faced redefining their identities in a changing world.
In the arena of art, the early twentieth century provided growing opportunities for women to exhibit their
work. In , for example, the National Academy of Design first allowed women to attend anatomy lectures, thus
providing them with a chance to study draftsmanship and develop drawing skills in a formal setting. Many
female artistsâ€”among them Dorothea Lange and Claire Leightonâ€”used their talents to highlight the social
realities of their times, and some of the most powerful images of this period, including stirring portrayals of
coal miners and farmers, were produced by these women. By the mid-twentieth century, women throughout
the Western world had completely redefined their roles in almost every social, political, and cultural sphere.
While the fight for equal rights and recognition for women would continue into the s and beyond, the first
major steps towards such changes began at the advent of the twentieth century, with women writers,
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photographers, artists, activists, and workers blazing a new trail for generations of women to follow.
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Mistral F and J. Nobel prize â€” G. China becomes a republic following revolution; Sinking of the Titanic;
railway, mining, and coal strikes in UK. Gjellerup D and H. Second Battle of the Somme; German offensive
collapses; end of war [Nov 11]; Votes for women over 30; influenza pandemic kills millions; Lytton Strachey,
Eminent Victorians ; Nobel prize â€” not awarded. League of Nations established; Oxford University admits
women; D. Lawrence, Women in Love ; Nobel prize â€” K. Mass unemployment in UK; Death of D.
Anglo-American armies invade Italy; Warsaw uprising; Nobel prize â€” not awarded. Nobel prize â€” T.
Death of George V. British troops withdrawn from Egypt; Four-minute mile broken; Nobel prize â€” E.
European Union created; Warsaw Pact founded; V. Ramon Jiminez Sp Pasternak USSR [forced to refuse it]
Nobel prize â€” J-P. Sartre Fr [prize not accepted] Sholokov USSR [authorship subsequently disputed] Nobel
prize â€” Seamus Heaney Ire Nobel prize â€” J. Nobel prize â€” Elfriede Jelinek Au Nobel prize â€” Harold
Pinter UK Nobel prize â€” Orhan Pamuk Tk Nobel prize â€” Doris Lessing UK G Le Clezio Fr The
protagonist and antagonists fight each other with such intensity that the audience experiences a catharsis, or
purging of their emotions. In the twentieth and twenty-first century, terrorist attacks have occurred all over the
world. No matter how extensive the strike is, the objective is to instill fear in the general public. So when we
create literature about terrorist events, do we minimaze or exaggerate the actual events? The dreams and
unconscious motivations of characters are often more important than their conscious thoughts and actions.
Professor Keefer presented a paper based Part II, Unclashing Civilizations, of her fantasy trilogy, published in
at the Literature and Terrorism conference in London. Catharsis In an age of terror, how does literature help us
transcend our reality, lend perspective to our confusion by pulling us into the past and other cultures, and give
expression to our anguish and fear through catharsis? They survived it; so can we. In this course we will
define terrorism the way the Arabs define it, as any organized violence, by an individual, group or state,
legitimate or illegitimate, against a civilian population, either intentional or unintentional. Black Water is both
a personal and stylistic meditation on terror as well as an indirect indictment of the terror a powerful political
leader has over an innocent civilian. Sometimes real life provides so much terror that the reader hides in
literature for escape, seeking fantasy, happy endings, funny, harmless stories that eschew the turmoil of an
unlivable situation. No one can take too much of one thing. When New Yorkers were coughing from the
smoke and toxins downtown, they did not go to the movies to see sci fi representations of Manhattan blowing
up. What books give you a catharsis? What books make you want to throw up? Literary Representations of
Terror But literature is different from film because we can choose when and how often to put the book down.
Instead of watching a naturalistic representation, we recreate the story in our minds to excite, soothe or incite
us. Many of the writers we will study had personal experience of a world war, the holocaust, the Israeli
checkpoints, prison for their writings or gender brutality such as clitorectomies. Some could not write for
years afterwards; others wrote on toilet paper in prison. It is significant that terrorism demands a certain
amount of intelligence in order to achieve its devastating effect. I also believe that it is stultifying to repress
critical reflection on difference to be politically correct. Not only does it make us oblivious to the richness of
difference, but we also lose our sense of humor. What are the degrees of removal from the documentary
event? What is the difference between naturalism and realism, fantasy and sci fi, romantic or surreal
interpretations? What increases or mitgates the actual terror for you? Psychoanalytic Criticism Psychoanalytic
criticism adopts the methods of "reading" employed by Freud and later theorists to interpret texts. One
interesting facet of this approach is that it validates the importance of literature, as it is built on a literary key
for the decoding. Freud himself wrote, "The dream-thoughts which we first come across as we proceed with
our analysis often strike us by the unusual form in which they are expressed; they are not clothed in the
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prosaic language usually employed by our thoughts, but are on the contrary represented symbolically by
means of similes and metaphors, in images resembling those of poetic speech". Like psychoanalysis itself, this
critical endeavor seeks evidence of unresolved emotions, psychological conflicts, guilts, ambivalences, and so
forth within what may well be a disunified literary work. But psychological material will be expressed
indirectly, disguised, or encoded as in dreams through principles such as "symbolism" the repressed object
represented in disguise , "condensation" several thoughts or persons represented in a single image , and
"displacement" anxiety located onto another image by means of association. Despite the importance of the
author here, psychoanalytic criticism is similar to New Criticism in not concerning itself with "what the author
intended. The unconscious material has been distorted by the censoring conscious mind. How can you analyze
your passage from this point of view? If they could establish world dominion, would "we" be branded as
terrorists? Since all war inevitably kills the innocent, what makes terrorist events worse? Is it like the Indians
hiding in the bushes while the British colonialists marched forthrightly to battle with their guns and flags? If
terrorism is about a "surprise" attack, then what about the surprise the Japanese felt when the nuclear bomb
decimated Hiroshima and their lives for years afterwards? If terrorism is a deus ex machina for the victims,
what does this do to dramatic structure? Do they succeed and if not, why not? To enter the mind of my
antagonist, Jalal Khalifeh, I became friends with a local Egyptian who used to be in the Muslim brotherhood,
and then I traveled all over Egypt, Morocco, and Turkey hanging out with locals, going to mosques, and yes,
finding Al Qaeda sympathizers. When we went out to dinner, he divulged his radical views, and when I
invited him to NYC he implied he was on the watch list. A year later he was apprehended in Syria on his way
to Iraq and deported to a Saudi Arabian prison. His limp was from the first Afghan war when he was a
teenager. Then he became one of the senior operatives and was planning big things from his oasis in Canada
when he was caught. This guy was one of the most brilliant people I have ever met anywhere so although
terrorists may use poor people, I am not sure the 21st century terrorism is fueled by that. He was fighting his
own "us versus them," and he was prepared to die for his beliefs like all the other Islamists. It took a lot of
courage for me to get inside his head but unfortunately I met him after my book was published! How do the
real-world political conflicts affect the seesaw of dramatic structure in the books you are using? But each
country is different. Even Anchee Min loved them--at first. In order to provoke deeper thinking and help you
contribute to your Wikis, imagine that you not free-thinking Westerners but members of these communities,
trying to see the appeal of their rhetoric at first. In this Rogerian way of understanding oppositional
counterclaims, we can better analyze how and why these fascist governments were successful. Fascism also
occurs all over Latin America and in many countries in Africa and Asia. But as I said before, we have courses
devoted exclusively to Latin American and African literature, so I focus on the major writers of North
America, the U. To really understand the literary movements of each of these places, you would need to
concentrate on minor and major writers, history, and literary theory. It stressed the need for the creative artist
to serve the proletariat by being realistic, optimistic and heroic. The doctrine considered all forms of
experimentalism as degenerate and pessimistic. The writings of Tolstoi and Dostoyevsky, that depicted the
despair in all of us, were banned. Throughout history, we see that when new leaders create new governments,
especially through revolution, they seek to control the intellectual and artistic as well as the socio-economic
lives of their people. If they fail to do this, the revolution might not succeed. Zamyatin and Serge managed to
leave the country, whereas Mayakovsky and Yesenin committed suicide. Writers who refused to change, such
as Babel and Pilnyak, were executed or died in labour camps. Compare and Contrast our 4 Writers: Even
though most of you will be reading in translation, note the different styles of these four writers. Pasternak and
Solzhenitsyn won the Nobel Prize. If possible, read the translation of Dr. I met them at the 92nd St Y and was
very impressed with their work. Dr, Zhivago was first published in in Italy and was banned in the soviet Union
until Ayn Rand and Bulgakov have opposite styles: Boris Leonidovich Pasternak , born in Moscow, was the
son of talented artists: Under the influence of the composer Scriabin, Pasternak took up the study of musical
composition for six years from to By he had renounced music as his calling in life and went to the University
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of Marburg, Germany, to study philosophy. After four months there and a trip to Italy, he returned to Russia
and decided to dedicate himself to literature. With Sestra moya zhizn My Sister Life , , and Temy i variatsii
Themes and Variations , , the latter marked by an extreme, though sober style, Pasternak first gained a place as
a leading poet among his Russian contemporaries.
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Background[ edit ] Broadly defined as "the representation of reality", [2] realism in the arts is the attempt to
represent subject matter truthfully, without artificiality and avoiding artistic conventions, as well as
implausible, exotic and supernatural elements. Realism has been prevalent in the arts at many periods, and is
in large part a matter of technique and training, and the avoidance of stylization. In the visual arts, illusionistic
realism is the accurate depiction of lifeforms, perspective, and the details of light and colour. Realist works of
art may emphasize the ugly or sordid, such as works of social realism , regionalism , or Kitchen sink realism.
There have been various realism movements in the arts, such as the opera style of verismo , literary realism,
theatrical realism and Italian neorealist cinema. The realism art movement in painting began in France in the s,
after the Revolution. It aims to reproduce " objective reality ", and focused on showing everyday, quotidian
activities and life, primarily among the middle or lower class society, without romantic idealization or
dramatization. As literary critic Ian Watt states in The Rise of the Novel, modern realism "begins from the
position that truth can be discovered by the individual through the senses" and as such "it has its origins in
Descartes and Locke , and received its first full formulation by Thomas Reid in the middle of the eighteenth
century. Starting around , the driving motive of modernist literature was the criticism of the 19th-century
bourgeois social order and world view, which was countered with an antirationalist, antirealist and
antibourgeois program. Social novel Social Realism is an international art movement that includes the work of
painters, printmakers, photographers and filmmakers who draw attention to the everyday conditions of the
working classes and the poor, and who are critical of the social structures that maintain these conditions. Its
protagonists usually could be described as angry young men, and it often depicted the domestic situations of
working-class Britons living in cramped rented accommodation and spending their off-hours drinking in
grimy pubs , to explore social issues and political controversies. The films, plays and novels employing this
style are set frequently in poorer industrial areas in the North of England , and use the rough-hewn speaking
accents and slang heard in those regions. The gritty love-triangle of Look Back in Anger, for example, takes
place in a cramped, one-room flat in the English Midlands. The conventions of the genre have continued into
the s, finding expression in such television shows as Coronation Street and EastEnders. Proletarian literature
Socialist realism is the official Soviet art form that was institutionalized by Joseph Stalin in and was later
adopted by allied Communist parties worldwide. The Statute of the Union of Soviet Writers in stated that
socialist realism is the basic method of Soviet literature and literary criticism. It demands of the artist the
truthful, historically concrete representation of reality in its revolutionary development. Moreover, the
truthfulness and historical concreteness of the artistic representation of reality must be linked with the task of
ideological transformation and education of workers in the spirit of socialism. However, the changes were
gradual since the social realism tradition was so ingrained into the psyche of the Soviet literati that even
dissidents followed the habits of this type of composition, rarely straying from its formal and ideological
mold. This movement has been existing for at least fifteen years and was first seen during the Bolshevik
Revolution. The official definition of social realism has been criticized for its conflicting framework. While
the concept itself is simple, discerning scholars struggle in reconciling its elements. According to Peter Kenez,
"it was impossible to reconcile the teleological requirement with realistic presentation," further stressing that
"the world could either be depicted as it was or as it should be according to theory, but the two are obviously
not the same. Naturalism in 19th-century French literature Naturalism was a literary movement or tendency
from the s to s that used detailed realism to suggest that social conditions, heredity , and environment had
inescapable force in shaping human character. It was a mainly unorganized literary movement that sought to
depict believable everyday reality , as opposed to such movements as Romanticism or Surrealism , in which
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subjects may receive highly symbolic, idealistic or even supernatural treatment. Naturalism was an outgrowth
of literary realism, a prominent literary movement in midth-century France and elsewhere. Naturalistic works
tend to focus on the darker aspects of life, including poverty, racism , violence, prejudice, disease, corruption,
prostitution , and filth. As a result, naturalistic writers were frequently criticized for focusing too much on
human vice and misery. This argument is based on the idea that we do not often get what is real correctly. To
present reality, we draw on what is "real" according to how we remember it as well as how we experience it.
However, remembered or experienced reality does not always correspond to what the truth is. Instead, we
often obtain a distorted version of it that is only related to what is out there or how things really are. Realism is
criticized for its supposed inability to address this challenge and such failure is seen as tantamount to a
complicity in a creating a process wherein "the artefactual nature of reality is overlooked or even concealed.
The burgeoning literary concept that Australia was an extension of another, more distant country, was
beginning to infiltrate into writing: Henry Handel Richardson , author of post- Federation novels such as
Maurice Guest and The Getting of Wisdom , was said to have been heavily influenced by French and
Scandinavian realism. In the twentieth century, as the working-class community of Sydney proliferated, the
focus was shifted from the bush archetype to a more urban, inner-city setting: Monkey Grip concerns itself
with a single-mother living in a succession of Melbourne share-houses, as she navigates her increasingly
obsessive relationship with a drug addict who drifts in and out of her life. He also claims that the form
addressed the interests and capacities of the new middle-class reading public and the new book trade evolving
in response to them. A Study of Provincial Life â€”72 , described by novelists Martin Amis and Julian Barnes
as the greatest novel in the English language, is a work of realism. Middlemarch also shows the deeply
reactionary mindset within a settled community facing the prospect of what to many is unwelcome social,
political and technological change. These books draw on his experience of life in the Staffordshire Potteries ,
an industrial area encompassing the six towns that now make up Stoke-on-Trent in Staffordshire , England.
George Moore, whose most famous work is Esther Waters , was also influenced by the naturalism of Zola.
Twain was the first major author to come from the interior of the country, and he captured its distinctive,
humorous slang and iconoclasm. For Twain and other American writers of the late 19th century, realism was
not merely a literary technique: It was a way of speaking truth and exploding worn-out conventions. Crane
was primarily a journalist who also wrote fiction, essays, poetry, and plays. Crane saw life at its rawest, in
slums and on battlefields. His haunting Civil War novel, The Red Badge of Courage , was published to great
acclaim in , but he barely had time to bask in the attention before he died, at 28, having neglected his health.
He has enjoyed continued success ever sinceâ€”as a champion of the common man, a realist, and a symbolist.
A Girl of the Streets , is one of the best, if not the earliest, naturalistic American novel. It is the harrowing
story of a poor, sensitive young girl whose uneducated, alcoholic parents utterly fail her. In love, and eager to
escape her violent home life, she allows herself to be seduced into living with a young man, who soon deserts
her. When her self-righteous mother rejects her, Maggie becomes a prostitute to survive, but soon commits
suicide out of despair. His novels, of which Ragged Dick is a typical example, were hugely popular in their
day.
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The Edwardians The 20th century opened with great hope but also with some apprehension , for the new
century marked the final approach to a new millennium. For many, humankind was entering upon an
unprecedented era. To achieve such transformation, outmoded institutions and ideals had to be replaced by
ones more suited to the growth and liberation of the human spirit. The death of Queen Victoria in and the
accession of Edward VII seemed to confirm that a franker, less inhibited era had begun. Many writers of the
Edwardian period, drawing widely upon the realistic and naturalistic conventions of the 19th century upon
Ibsen in drama and Balzac, Turgenev, Flaubert, Zola, Eliot, and Dickens in fiction and in tune with the
anti-Aestheticism unleashed by the trial of the archetypal Aesthete, Oscar Wilde , saw their task in the new
century to be an unashamedly didactic one. In a series of wittily iconoclastic plays, of which Man and
Superman performed , published and Major Barbara performed , published are the most substantial, George
Bernard Shaw turned the Edwardian theatre into an arena for debate upon the principal concerns of the day:
Nor was he alone in this, even if he was alone in the brilliance of his comedy. John Galsworthy made use of
the theatre in Strife to explore the conflict between capital and labour, and in Justice he lent his support to
reform of the penal system, while Harley Granville-Barker , whose revolutionary approach to stage direction
did much to change theatrical production in the period, dissected in The Voysey Inheritance performed ,
published and Waste performed , published the hypocrisies and deceit of upper-class and professional life.
Many Edwardian novelists were similarly eager to explore the shortcomings of English social life. Wellsâ€”in
Love and Mr. Polly â€”captured the frustrations of lower- and middle-class existence, even though he relieved
his accounts with many comic touches. In Anna of the Five Towns , Arnold Bennett detailed the constrictions
of provincial life among the self-made business classes in the area of England known as the Potteries; in The
Man of Property , the first volume of The Forsyte Saga, Galsworthy described the destructive possessiveness
of the professional bourgeoisie; and, in Where Angels Fear to Tread and The Longest Journey , E. Forster
portrayed with irony the insensitivity, self-repression, and philistinism of the English middle classes. These
novelists, however, wrote more memorably when they allowed themselves a larger perspective. Nevertheless,
even as they perceived the difficulties of the present, most Edwardian novelists, like their counterparts in the
theatre, held firmly to the belief not only that constructive change was possible but also that this change could
in some measure be advanced by their writing. Other writers, including Thomas Hardy and Rudyard Kipling ,
who had established their reputations during the previous century, and Hilaire Belloc , G. Chesterton , and
Edward Thomas , who established their reputations in the first decade of the new century, were less confident
about the future and sought to revive the traditional formsâ€”the ballad , the narrative poem, the satire , the
fantasy , the topographical poem, and the essayâ€”that in their view preserved traditional sentiments and
perceptions. The revival of traditional forms in the late 19th and early 20th century was not a unique event.
There were many such revivals during the 20th century, and the traditional poetry of A. Housman whose book
A Shropshire Lad , originally published in , enjoyed huge popular success during World War I , Walter de la
Mare , John Masefield , Robert Graves , and Edmund Blunden represents an important and often neglected
strand of English literature in the first half of the century. The most significant writing of the period,
traditionalist or modern, was inspired by neither hope nor apprehension but by bleaker feelings that the new
century would witness the collapse of a whole civilization. The new century had begun with Great Britain
involved in the South African War the Boer War; â€” , and it seemed to some that the British Empire was as
doomed to destruction, both from within and from without, as had been the Roman Empire. In his poems on
the South African War, Hardy whose achievement as a poet in the 20th century rivaled his achievement as a
novelist in the 19th questioned simply and sardonically the human cost of empire building and established a
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tone and style that many British poets were to use in the course of the century, while Kipling, who had done
much to engender pride in empire, began to speak in his verse and short stories of the burden of empire and
the tribulations it would bring. Boer troops lining up in battle against the British during the South African War
â€” In The Portrait of a Lady , he had briefly anatomized the fatal loss of energy of the English ruling class
and, in The Princess Casamassima , had described more directly the various instabilities that threatened its
paternalistic rule. He did so with regret: By the turn of the century, however, he had noted a disturbing change.
In The Spoils of Poynton and What Maisie Knew , members of the upper class no longer seem troubled by the
means adopted to achieve their morally dubious ends. Great Britain had become indistinguishable from the
other nations of the Old World, in which an ugly rapacity had never been far from the surface. His fiction still
presented characters within an identifiable social world, but he found his characters and their world
increasingly elusive and enigmatic and his own grasp upon them, as he made clear in The Sacred Fount , the
questionable consequence of artistic will. Man was a solitary, romantic creature of will who at any cost
imposed his meaning upon the world because he could not endure a world that did not reflect his central place
within it. He did so as a philosophical novelist whose concern with the mocking limits of human knowledge
affected not only the content of his fiction but also its very structure. His writing itself is marked by gaps in
the narrative, by narrators who do not fully grasp the significance of the events they are retelling, and by
characters who are unable to make themselves understood. James and Conrad used many of the conventions of
19th-century realism but transformed them to express what are considered to be peculiarly 20th-century
preoccupations and anxieties. The Modernist revolution Anglo-American Modernism: Pound, Lewis,
Lawrence, and Eliot From to there was a remarkably productive period of innovation and experiment as
novelists and poets undertook, in anthologies and magazines, to challenge the literary conventions not just of
the recent past but of the entire post-Romantic era. For a brief moment, London , which up to that point had
been culturally one of the dullest of the European capitals, boasted an avant-garde to rival those of Paris,
Vienna, and Berlin, even if its leading personality, Ezra Pound , and many of its most notable figures were
American. The spirit of Modernismâ€”a radical and utopian spirit stimulated by new ideas in anthropology,
psychology, philosophy, political theory, and psychoanalysisâ€”was in the air, expressed rather mutedly by
the pastoral and often anti-Modern poets of the Georgian movement â€”22; see Georgian poetry and more
authentically by the English and American poets of the Imagist movement, to which Pound first drew attention
in Ripostes , a volume of his own poetry, and in Des Imagistes , an anthology. Prominent among the Imagists
were the English poets T. Reacting against what they considered to be an exhausted poetic tradition, the
Imagists wanted to refine the language of poetry in order to make it a vehicle not for pastoral sentiment or
imperialistic rhetoric but for the exact description and evocation of mood. To this end they experimented with
free or irregular verse and made the image their principal instrument. In contrast to the leisurely Georgians,
they worked with brief and economical forms. Meanwhile, painters and sculptors, grouped together by the
painter and writer Wyndham Lewis under the banner of Vorticism , combined the abstract art of the Cubists
with the example of the Italian Futurists who conveyed in their painting, sculpture, and literature the new
sensations of movement and scale associated with modern developments such as automobiles and airplanes.
With the typographically arresting Blast: Review of the Great English Vortex two editions, and Vorticism
found its polemical mouthpiece and in Lewis, its editor, its most active propagandist and accomplished literary
exponent. His experimental play Enemy of the Stars, published in Blast in , and his experimental novel Tarr
can still surprise with their violent exuberance. World War I brought this first period of the Modernist
revolution to an end and, while not destroying its radical and utopian impulse, made the Anglo-American
Modernists all too aware of the gulf between their ideals and the chaos of the present. Lawrence traced the
sickness of modern civilizationâ€”a civilization in his view only too eager to participate in the mass slaughter
of the warâ€”to the effects of industrialization upon the human psyche. Yet as he rejected the conventions of
the fictional tradition, which he had used to brilliant effect in his deeply felt autobiographical novel of
working-class family life, Sons and Lovers , he drew upon myth and symbol to hold out the hope that
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individual and collective rebirth could come through human intensity and passion. Eliot , another American
resident in London, in his most innovative poetry, Prufrock and Other Observations and The Waste Land ,
traced the sickness of modern civilizationâ€”a civilization that, on the evidence of the war, preferred death or
death-in-life to lifeâ€”to the spiritual emptiness and rootlessness of modern existence. As he rejected the
conventions of the poetic tradition, Eliot, like Lawrence, drew upon myth and symbol to hold out the hope of
individual and collective rebirth, but he differed sharply from Lawrence by supposing that rebirth could come
through self-denial and self-abnegation. Even so, their satirical intensity, no less than the seriousness and
scope of their analyses of the failings of a civilization that had voluntarily entered upon the First World War,
ensured that Lawrence and Eliot became the leading and most authoritative figures of Anglo-American
Modernism in England in the whole of the postwar period. During the s Lawrence who had left England in and
Eliot began to develop viewpoints at odds with the reputations they had established through their early work.
In Kangaroo and The Plumed Serpent , Lawrence revealed the attraction to him of charismatic , masculine
leadership, while, in For Lancelot Andrewes: Elitist and paternalistic, they did not, however, adopt the
extreme positions of Pound who left England in and settled permanently in Italy in or Lewis. Drawing upon
the ideas of the left and of the right, Pound and Lewis dismissed democracy as a sham and argued that
economic and ideological manipulation was the dominant factor. For some, the antidemocratic views of the
Anglo-American Modernists simply made explicit the reactionary tendencies inherent in the movement from
its beginning; for others, they came from a tragic loss of balance occasioned by World War I. In his early
verse and drama, Yeats, who had been influenced as a young man by the Romantic and Pre-Raphaelite
movements, evoked a legendary and supernatural Ireland in language that was often vague and grandiloquent.
As an adherent of the cause of Irish nationalism , he had hoped to instill pride in the Irish past. The poetry of
The Green Helmet and Responsibilities , however, was marked not only by a more concrete and colloquial
style but also by a growing isolation from the nationalist movement, for Yeats celebrated an aristocratic
Ireland epitomized for him by the family and country house of his friend and patron, Lady Gregory. The
grandeur of his mature reflective poetry in The Wild Swans at Coole , Michael Robartes and the Dancer , The
Tower , and The Winding Stair derived in large measure from the way in which caught up by the violent
discords of contemporary Irish history he accepted the fact that his idealized Ireland was illusory. Joyce, who
spent his adult life on the continent of Europe , expressed in his fiction his sense of the limits and possibilities
of the Ireland he had left behind. In his collection of short stories, Dubliners , and his largely autobiographical
novel A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man , he described in fiction at once realist and symbolist the
individual cost of the sexual and imaginative oppressiveness of life in Ireland. As if by provocative contrast,
his panoramic novel of urban life, Ulysses , was sexually frank and imaginatively profuse. Copies of the first
edition were burned by the New York postal authorities, and British customs officials seized the second
edition in Yet his purpose was not simply documentary, for he drew upon an encyclopaedic range of
European literature to stress the rich universality of life buried beneath the provincialism of pre-independence
Dublin, in a city still within the British Empire. By means of a strange, polyglot idiom of puns and
portmanteau words , he not only explored the relationship between the conscious and the unconscious but also
suggested that the languages and myths of Ireland were interwoven with the languages and myths of many
other cultures. Whereas Jones concerned himself, in his complex and allusive poetry and prose, with the
Celtic, Saxon, Roman, and Christian roots of Great Britain, MacDiarmid sought not only to recover what he
considered to be an authentically Scottish culture but also to establish, as in his In Memoriam James Joyce ,
the truly cosmopolitan nature of Celtic consciousness and achievement.
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Although it was his generationâ€”the generation of Pound and Eliot, of Joyce and Lawrence, of Epstein and
Picasso and Stravinskyâ€”that made the modern world of art, Brooke has no place among them, and
consequently no living contact with the present moment. We think of Brooke, then, as a War Poet. In the first
place, it would be more precise to call him an On-the-way-to-the-war Poet, for, with ironic appropriateness, he
died of natural causes en route to the Dardanelles campaign, and the emotions that his war sonnets express are
not those of a combatant, but of a recruit. The real War Poetsâ€”Owen and Sassoon and Graves and Blunden
and Rosenbergâ€”came along later, out of the trenches, and spoke with a different tone; indeed, one might say
that their poems exist to contradict the ignorant nobilities of Brooke. The significance of my too nobly worded
lines was that they expressed the typical self-glorifying feelings of a young man about to go to the Front for
the first time. The poem subsequently found favour with middle-aged reviewers; but the more I saw of the war
the less noble-minded I felt about it. Poor Brooke never got past the self-glorifying stage, because he did not
get to the war. But Brooke was a would-be War Poet for only the length of those last five sonnets. Until then,
through nearly a hundred poems, he had been a lyric poet of Youth, Love and Death, who developed from a
Late Decadent to an Early Georgian. Most of these poems are hard going now, not because they are
particularly bad, and certainly not because they are difficult, but because they are uniformly and
conventionally dull; they are poems that might have been written by any of a number of mediocre pre-war
poets, or by a committee of Georgians. Almost any poem from Poems the only book that Brooke published
during his lifetime will confirm these strictures. Take, for example, this sonnet: For if the poems are in the
most conventional sense poetic, so was Brooke. He was, as Henry Nevinson said, almost ludicrously beautiful,
and with his long hair and his flowing ties he made his own beauty poetical. With such looks, great personal
charm, and a modest talent, no wonder that he had such friends, that he dined with the Prime Minister and
called Winston Churchill by his first name and never worked for a living. He was a Doomed Youth from the
beginning, but his doom was his extravagant good fortune; as Henry James said, felicity dogged his steps.
Brooke was twenty-three and scarcely known when Frances Cornford published her epigram about him: And
he remained mythical in his life and in his death. I first heard of him as a Greek god under a Japanese
sunshade, reading poetry in his pyjamas, at Grantchester,â€”at Grantchester upon the lawns where the river
goes. Bright Phoebus smote him down. It is all in the saga. But as James perceived, the myth dazzled Brooke,
too. A few poems suggest, however, that Brooke did recognize the danger of the myth to him as a poet, and
that he was trying to destroy, or at least modify it by writing poems that were aggressively anti-Apollonian.
The entire section is 3, words.
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